
CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The overwhelming importance of an efficient financial 

system for the development of any economy farmed the basis of our 

entry into the study. Deliberations on the characteristics of 

financial system highlighted the fact tha·t by definition, efficient 

use of resources for economic development are ensured by a pot~nt 

financial system. In this context, while tracing the impact of 

~ndian financial system 6n its economy, three basic trends vie re 

identified, (i) increasing reliance of corporations an funds of 

financial institutions and internal savings (ii) law dependence on 

stock 111 a r· k e t fun cJ ~ und ldslly (iii) in equity holdlny o·f 

• pravate corporate sector firms by government controlled financial 
;:,";· 

. ; · .. >. 
institutions. 

In fact gradual rise in institutional investment 

along v.1i th their gPo•~ring importance in the corporate power 

-~·-.~~ structure, inspired us to rev i el•l the quest ion of role of f inane i al 

institutions in the private corporate. sector. Our objective l.l-Jas to 

develop a set of guidelines for institutions that would enable them 

to inculcate element of efficiency in private corporate se~tor. 

The t~sk, as was felt, was arduous, specially .... ' the 

context of piebald characteristics of the philosophy of mixed 

economy followed in India. It was prudently comprehended, that, any 

dictum, if not based on robust objective criteria would unnecessarily 

drag L{S in to an ideological debate. Thus, the criteria of 

efficiency was treated as a basic foundation of our study to examine 



on an objective basis, the role of institutions in the private 

.. ,.· corporate sector, both an investor and development agency. 

Specifically, the study was posed to d~lve into the fact \llh ether 

corporate efficiency in any way was related with insitutional 

:.,_:·. equity holding?Alternatively, the study was an attempt to me as;_,_ re 

efficiency consequeces of rise in institutional holding in the pr·ivate 

corporate sector. Based on the findings of the empirical an.=tly-~is 

an attempt was made to solve the basic policy issue of the present 

study. Thus discussions on the relevance of the present study was 
~--

the subject matter· of first chapter. 

For the purpose of empirical analysis, a total number of 

hundred firms were sampled from a cross-section of industries. 

These firms had varying degrees of institutional equity ownership. 

To facilitate comparative analysis, total sample firms were .divided 
.I· . 

. . 

. ··. into tlAJO g rOL!ps to 11 OI•J i ng the p rov is ions of Securities E:<ch ung e 

(R~gulation) Act. These two groups of firms t.iJere identified as 

· '· "Institution Ot•lned" firms and "others". After a careful scrutiny of 

various theories of the firm nine financial ratios were selected to 

--.·-~~ discriminate betwen these two groups of firms. Time period of the 

study 1,11as 1981 to 1985 l>Ji th a subperiod of 1981-83. Second 

chapter mainly dealt with these methodological issues. 

Various non-parametric and parametric univariate 

were used to find out the ~ifferences in performance between 

financial institotion owned and others owned firms. These tests, in 

general, revealed that F.I.O. firms were outperformed by 0.0. firms 

in many cases. Specially, statistically significant differences 

t•le r·e found in ca:;;e of var· i ab l es like profitability, g rm•1th, 

leverage and valuation ratio. Thus, the th:lrd chapter, 
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initiated empirical analysis, provided us the first impression that 

the firms with highe~ institutional holding were performing 

relatively inefficiently. 

The follu1•1ing chapter, in a multivariate corite::t, 
•,:•, 
:-! .. · 

disclosed through correlation and regression analys.is, that 

negative relationship existed between institutional holding and 

performance variables in general, with the exception of debt equity 

ratio which had significant positive relationships. This 

corroborated the findings of the third chapter that rise in 
y 

fnstitutional holding led to corporate inefficiency and risk. 

Finally, the last stage of statistical inquiry based on 

.·,: ' 'Multiple Discriminant Analysis· also revealed the ·fact that the 

two groups of firms could be distinguished on the basis of all the 
. . 

_::.\.'variables or combination o·f related variables. This finding also 

·was in consonance with the findings of the earlier chapter. 

Findings of th~ study have serious and far reaching 
···.' 

·implications. Funds of financial institutions are in' all practical 

sense public money. When such money is misutilised," institutions 

... 
.:~ cannot afford to be a mere spectator to the t•Jhole sho~.>J. 
··'i\'' 

Emp i rica! 

analysis shows the negative results of involvement of institutional 
_ .... ,· .. ~ . 

·.fund on the efficiency of the firm. Underlying reasons of 

inefficiency are discussed in the next section. 

Development of modern corporations obviously helped to 

meet some of the pressing economic needs of the time, out 

unfortunately also brought it the vice of . 1 manager1a,_ 

exploitation of 01.•1ners. Grot•ling d i ssa t i sf.3.ct ion . !l.Ji th the 
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... 
t'<>. :- > functioning of the boards, both in developed and developing 

countries speaks eloquently about it. In India, contribution of 

unbridled management in the inefficient use of national resources 

is an issue in vogue 1 . Factors contributing to the- develop~ent of 

the present situation are briefly discussed below: 

···.:,·. (i) Cap i t a 1 . market in India can not act as a 'guard i~n. of 

efficiency' and proper 'allocator of scarce resources'. Under the 

circumstances ~f heavy dependence of corporations on 'internal 

financing' and reliance on 'funds from financial institutions', 

. _!:::orporate managers have avenues open for avoidance of "stock market 

? 
··disci p l in e" • -

d,i) tndividual shar(!OI•mers ar·e disorganised and widely disperseU 

and have very little, if any, influence on the corporate 

management. technically shareholders are expected to 

scrutinise the a~nual report of the directors and approve them by 

formal· mot ian·, in practice diffused shareholders often do not have 

,.·,:.'l.r, 
the capability to match wits with those in power and adoption of 

.:~··· 
the company's accounts by the shareholders at the annual general 

meeting is merely a formality and often a farce. 
·· .. ,,: 

(iii) Corporations are managed, in most cases, by families or 

groups holding insignificant portion of equity shai~es. Financial 

institutions, intact, the real OI•Jner ot the business prefer to 

remain as passive spectators to many corporate activiti~s. In other 

!•lords the phenomenon Df di>'or·ce of cdpor·ate ovmership from control 
" 

is not uncommon. Such features of corporate control by families 
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lead to abuse of managerial position to create fam~ly empires (ll i th 

high speed and results in intense managerial exploitation of owners. 

<iv) Audit, a tool to protect the interests of shareholde~s, has 

become a mere formality. Auditors considers the mangement and not 

.the shareholders as their employers. "The blatant use of financial 

principles ~anctified by professional opinion helps in formulation 

·of accounts in a manner to suit the purpose of managers and keep 

ttie real owners in dark". (Thanjavur, 1987). 

(~).Though the Companies Act has been amended several times to 
.. 

s~itably streamline managerial and other activities, yet it has 

a large extent, deficient in doing so. Rather, it is felt, 

that ."management in collusion with the Government has resorted to 

v~olating.the provisions of the Act most blatantly." <Thanjavur, 

1987). Serious dubitation is ofteri cast as to t>shether the har·nesses 

an the processes of issue of prosepectus, financial disclosure, 

intercorporate investment, managerial remuneration etc. are at all 

~dequate. 

<vi) Absence of an assiduous corporate control market and fierce 

takeover battles like capitalist countries, often permits 

' inefficient Indian managers to'·"'salk ai•Jay even with the most inept 

teats. Ineffic'iert management is rarely intimidated with possible 

takeover threats form their counterparts. 

Thus, Indian management being quite free from "capital 

market constraints", "individual shareholders influence", 

"regu.l at ion of Camp ani es Ac:t", "threat of takeovers" and 
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~.:: .. 
functioning ~ith tacit support of financial institution·:; ar~d 

auditors, have opportunities to show indifferent attitude 

• public money. This unbridled management produces results that can 

by no means be treated as satisfactory. Some of these results 

are 

(a) Industrial sickness in India has virtually taken the shape 

of a rampant plauge. Today more than 16% of the listed companies 

have been declared as sick. As a result large volumes of funds have 

been blacked and virtually wasted. World Bank experts after going 

through the accounts of institutions reported that no less than 35% 

of the total portfolio of financial institutions are found to have 

been 'contaminated' . 3 Considering the aggregate assets of the 

finahcial institutions, estimated at Rs. 90,000 crores, the bad 
··.i· 

advances of the financial institutions would by any reckoning be a 

large amount. Mismanagement and diversion of funds are the main 

reasons contributing nearly 52 per cent of the total causes of 

sickness . l •t 4 
1n . arge un1 s. Industry, banks, government and 

professional managers periodically participate in. 

ritualistic exercises on revival of sick industry and prevention of 

' .sickness. The fact that companies get sick, but not their managers 

or directors have been brought to ·light on many occasions, but the 

Companies Act and legal , cddes governing the fiduciary 

. '!•: responsibilities of directars·have neve~ been teStQd to bring to 

book corporate management guilty of misfeasance. 

(b) Many companies do not pay dividends to the shareholders; the 

p rop•j ,~ t ;_on of non-dividend paying cornpan i es is nearly 40Y. nov1. 

Even companies after' declar'ing dividends fail to meet their 
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c.' .. 

' ' . ~ . ' ' .. 

, 
commitments fo~ long periods of time.~ This is in gross violation 

~of the statutory obligations of the company di~ecto~s, t~Jh e ~e they· 

ar~ · · r-equ i r·ed to distribu.te dividends within 42 days of its 

~d~claration. Thus company boards very often fail to discharge their 

:·j 

towards suppliers of risk capital. 

Corporate anomalies have reached such an e:-:tent that 

' ~:bentu~e-holders are also deprived of their interest in may cases. 

amounts not only violations of the Companies Act, but also 

raging the supplie~s of debt capital. 

·Companies tend to l1rnpha5i'iow niuc:h on growth of· assets T'at!iflr' 

P''oduction. ln<Jian C:l-:>r·po~ate ~:;;ector· has one of 

highest capital butput ratios among developing countries. It 

has been hypothesised that "high incpemental .capital output ratios 

get liquidated by low productivity of investment"~· <Desai, 1981). 

Thi~ in ~any cases is reflected in the India~ corporate sector 

~here scarce resources are wasted by inefficient functioning o·f 

Thanjavur observed "even the chairman of a leading 

augmeht assets but not prbductich. What is important i~ that 

are greater personal returns 
\, 

production". <Thanja.vur·, 1987) 

in promotion and 

(e) Lastly, it is to be alleged that corpor·a.t~ managers 

not 

in 

there 

in 

the 

private sector may have lost sight of the eithics o~ a socialistic 

economy and a welfare state. Rather than observing the principles 

of "of the people, by the people and for the people", they have 



,', ,·,. 

cultivated practices to me~t their ov1n fanciful ends. The 

and practice of management has failed to resolutely address 

to the dilemma between the of capital accumu.l a t..i on and 

i~peratives of constitutional legitimacy. This has signall£·d the 
.,,( 

· ·.erosion of the consti tu\:ional estate of the democratic ;1n c1 

sovereign republic of Indial. 

. _:, Just a 1'<~t•l point·"', ht:\ve bt!en t'ai<:,Pd het·e only to t>rint) \.<) 

light the ineffectiveness of corporate managements in general. To 

~·.substantiate the phenomenon several other e:<amples may be cited. 

However inefficiency of the board system are not the unique featur·e 

of India alone .. In industrially developed countries like U.S.A. and 

U.K. the functioriing of the board is under severe critit:ism at 

pr-esent. It is often been felt that declining thrust and 

productivity in these two countries is to some extent traceable to 

mismanaged boards.
6 

In modern corporations, ineffieiency of board to an extent 

stems from separation of ownership from management, Corporations 

of both developed and developing countries suffer from this 

However, there are some un iqu.~ India as mentioned 

earlier that contributed much for the emergence of unbridled 

management responsible inefficient use of resources. Thi:; 

situation is by no means comparable with the scenario of developed 

countries. 

A possible r-2medy to these problems could be active 

participation in the corporate man.:tgement by the fin .s.n cia l 

institutions. This aspect was also highlighted in chapter one of 

this study where it was pointed out that financial institutions by 

virtue of their shar2holding could discipline e:-~isting 



r • ·. 

management and act as 'guardians of efficiency·. Such action on th~ 

part of the institutions can be supported on two basic grounds. 

(i) For all practical purposes, institutions with their large 

7 equity holding can be treated as the real owner of the corporate 

sector. In other words, government has become the real owner of the 

private sector corporations and the theoretical distinction between 

public and private sector has virtually disappeared. As the real 

yo~.omer, it has in principle the right to interfere into corporate 

matters to discipline erring management. The issue that we like to 
.,,,· 

emphasise, institutions ' the privilage of selection 

and dismissal of manager's. cannot be deprived from their ri9ht 

as owners. 

/ 

(ii) Results of the empirical findings further reinforces the claim 

that owner of corporate sector must behave like an ov1ner. Wt1en 

~there is clear evidence, that greater the involvement of pub 1 i c money 

more is the inefficiency of the firm. Institution as custodians of 

~. 
public money cannot remain as spectators. 

Mr. N.A. Palkivala, ernirH''lt jur·ist echoed our viet•IS vlhen he stated 

IIP!.,tblic financial institutions had the same right as ordinary 

shareholders public financial institution must e}~ercise its 

voting pOllJer in pub 1 i c interest and also inturest of 

shareholderes". Lately steps have been taken to ensure direct 

institutional participation in corporate management. During the 

~ -' ' . ' . 

·last 15 years the nominee director system has been in operation in 

-.. 

'J India. But the issue remains open, hot>! far nominee director system 

.was effective to a~tieve both corporate and national goal ? 
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· .. , 6.3 Nominee Dire;::tor~s - E,v:oectations and Achivements 
----------------------~-------------------------

(a) Definition 

Before entering directly into critical ev.aluaion 

of role of the nominee directors a few introductory WQrds regarding 

these type of directorships will be in order. 

The Companies Act has not defined a nominee director. 

Specifically, a nominee director is one whose appointment on 

.removal from the board of directors of a company is the prerogative 

of the controlling authority - whether it is an individual bcYdy 

or any person. 

The Institutional nominee directors in India came into 

with the establishment of the Industrial Finance Corporation 

India in 1948, which under it's statute retains the right to 

the borH'd"u of 

concerns. Si~ilar rights have also been given to some other 

institu~ions under their st~tues. However during the early years 

the institutions did not exercise their rights with great emphasis. 

It was only since 1971, that f inane i al institutions started 

appointing nominee directors on a regular basis in pursuant to 

·~.. guidelines issued by the government. 

(b) Appointment ~Withdrawal 

Financial institutions impose at th~ time of sanctioning 
\ 

a te.r·m lo<m d!' und~~r·l•lr' it iny an ~ssue, that it vli ll have the right 

to'nominate one or ~ore nominee~ on the beard of directors of the 

assisted units so long as the term loan or interest ther·e on 

remains outstanding. The lending institution also has the right to 

~ remove any of it's nominees and appoint another in his place. 
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However the basic policy with regard to appointment of 

nominee directors is as und~r. 

(i) Financial institutions shall appoint nominee diretor(s) on 

the Boards of all MRTP Companies. 

(ii) In respect of non-r1RTP companies,- financial institutions 

shall appoint nominee directors on a selective basis, 

especially in cases where one or more of the following 

conditions are in vouge. 

(a) The unit is facing some serious problem an~ is tending to 

become sick. 
··,'-

(b) The institutional shareholding is more than 26X 

(c) The institutional stake by way of loans or other 

··.: investments is Rs. 5 crores. 
,I •. 

(iii) The exact number of nominee directors required to be 

appointed on the board of an assisted cocern would be 

decided by the> institutions a f t e r mu t 1..1 a 1 

with the concern. 

While appointing the nominee directors the financial institution 

--~'· emphasise that the board shall be broad based to represent 

adequately the interest of various 8 groups. 

Regarding the vii thdrai•Jal procedure, nomine~s are normally 

with drat>Jn after a period of 3 ye~rs. Ho~ever a nominee director 

is generally not subject to retirement by rotation, in 

certain cases the institutions may have it's nominee elected as a 

rotational director by mutual agreement with the assisted company. 

From a critical perspective the appointment mode of the 

nominee by the institutions virtually appear to be quite rational 

and democratic. Just because they' hold large chunks of share they do 
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·: 

.:.·· 

. ,.,· .. -;:>', 

. , ... , .. 

: ·,_ ·:;' .... 

not like to show 'big brotherly' attitude and impose on appointing 

of a large number- of d1rector·s. The attitude of broad-l.l.:i!:.dttl~ 

board f1DSsibly rl~flf'c.:l.,_; lo d lat'tJe extent the dEHnocr·at1c 

of institutions in corporate management. Again, appointment of 

nominees in cases where companies are sick or where their 

shareholding is more than 26% demonstrates the rationality of the 

institutions. The first shows the caretaken approach and the second 

moves in line with the Securities Exchange <Regulation) Act. 

Further to ensure that expert and qualified people are appointed on 

the board, there exists provisions of disclosure of particulars of 

the nominees • 

The Government expects that the nominee directors thus 

appointed should discharge the following duties on behalf of their 

appointing authority. 

(1)· Ensuring payment of institutional dues and observance of 

the. loan terms. 

(2) Ensuring payment of government dues, including excise and 

custom dues and other statutory dues. 

(3) Ensuring that there is no siphoning 'at funds and abuse of 

power by the promoters. 

(4) Improving productive efficiency and maintaining 

dynamism. 

(5) Controlling expendi.ture being incurred by the company or 
i 

management group. 

(6) Looking after financial performance of the company. 

Thus, it is expected that the nominee directors would safeguard 

the interest of government, ensure efficiency of assisted 

companies and control financial misdeeds of the management group~ 



.· 

( :·: 

·~ 

' .. ·.; 

,. 

In this section, we have simply stated the procedure 

of appointment and responsibilities of nominee directors. In fact, 

it is more important to concentrate on the b~sic policy of public 

financial institutions towards corporate management which will 

ultimately decide the nature of relationship between owner and 

management of the firm. 

<C> Changing Outlook of Institutions 

Depending on their experiences, pub I ic financial 

institutions on several occassions ~hanged their outlook tm11a rds 

corporate sector. Initially, they lured a policy that by any 

sta.ndard could be deseribed as sufficiently' liberal if not fully 

indifferent. Their tremendous importance in the corporate power 

structure was neither used to determine ch~racteristics of boards 

nor to control management of the corporations. Tt-.ey avoided 

shov.Jing "big brotherly" attitude and seldom insisted on inclusion 

of large number of institutional representatives on the board. On 

the contrary, institutions were in favour of "broad basing the 

board" 8 and inspired inclusion of "e;<pert and qualified" persons 

in the board. Institutions persuaded nominees to act as "friend, 

philosopher and guide" of the management of assisted companies. 

Nominees were expected to fo~low the policy of non-interference in 

the corporate management and help 
I 

"management team" capable to look 

concernd •. "Skills and specialised 

for the development ·of a 

after the interest of all 

knowledge" of institutional 

representiatives were considered as the dominant reason for their 

inclusion in the boards. 

Thus, very often necessity of inclusion of nominee 
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directors on the board (•Jas justi·fied in the fbllovd rig t•Jay-

"necessity and desirability o·f l.ndependent outsid.e_r,s in the 

stems primarily from the fact that in todays complex, business 

environment where each organisation is a part of the total system 

and has to respond to the total environment ;· sharing of kno~ledge 

and skills with outsiders who do not have vested interest, would be 

of immense benefit for achieving the corporate busines principles 

(Bhattacharya 1989]. 

By definition, thus nominee directors are simply 

outsiders, not the representatives of real owner of the business. 

They are merely responsible ·for imparting their "skills and 

knot.aJledge" assential for the achievement of corporate objectives. 

In a true sense, l•lhen real relinquish their to 

"control business eith~r directly or indirectly, it results in 

separation of ot•mership from management. Unlike industrially 

developed countries, passive attitude of the dominant shareholder 

of the Indian corporate sector was conducive for the divorce of 

o~omership from management. Obviously, it allowed management 

largely to function free from government contrcJl and helped to 

preserve separate indentity of private corporate sector. In this 

process, undoubtedly it keeped to preserve the very essence of 

mixed economy. 

However, Indian management was not responsive enough to 

the liberal attitud~ of financial institutions. All the vices of 

separation of ownership management such as "e;<tr.3.vagance, 

lavish expenditure, diversion of funds" <Gupta 1988) , abuse of 

power resulting in inefficiency of the firm 1•1ere prevalent in 

Indian industrie~. 
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·• ·• ,! -~·',.. . 
··:\:./~ .. 'f 

·.:-.- ·.J';~. :: ;' ~ 

;;i\\{J: , There ••as a strong feeling that the whol 0 purpose of 
~~~~sett1ng up public financial institutions were going to be defeated 

~fr~~r;fct:n:::::::i::: e .. ::. t::t::::::::n:i :: t::· ho::r::::t:en::c ::~~h 
:'i:.:i~::V; ~~all big business t>Jould be borrot>Jer from government and government 

able to discipline them" <Thanjavur, 1987). This t>Jould also 

the gove~nment an unique chance to integrate the 

corporate sector to achieve broader· socio-economic 

~~:Jttt:::,~9~.ls. of the country. Thanks to the non interfering attitude of 

~*~·:0~H• < i',-;st i tutions, all theSe hopes were belied and institutions 
;::,:Jp.:l:!;,;were .forced to persue a stiffer attitude towards corporate sector. 

di~tincti~ emphasis was shifted from "advisory" to 

and "control" functions. 

G~i~~lines issu~d by the 
. . i 

IndustrialOevelopment 

"vJa tch 

Bank of 

emphasized the role of nominee directors as "gu.rd ians of 

::·!: . ':~:;·· .... ' 
('~>:;:·public policy". For a clear understanding of th present attitude of 

<:.\.( ·,. f inane i al institutions t>Je quote a part of the 
~.\,:;· :· .... :, . above guidelines. 

i'£1t,.··, "T~e nominee directors on the boards of assisted companies are not 
·.:·~ ••

1 only to safeguard the interests of the institutions but also to 
·r~.~' .~;~;_\\' .. . . . . 

:~:~d:\~:'.( ·'~erve the interests of sound public policy. Since the interests of 

~i~t;: :::ic::::n:::~er:::t::::::::· of s:::::::::::s :::1 °:e t::ll c:::::: 
\',• 

\ 
only when the project is impleme~~~d within the estimeted cost and 

tim~ schedule and i~ run on sound commercial principles and within 

the pol icy framevJork of the government" ( IDBI guidelines 1986) • 

This definition specifically asserts that as trustees of public 

r money, nominee directors should look after the commercial viability 

of the projects. This is essentially a • {.1/a tch dog· function and 
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suits perfectly with the theoretical concept of ·institution as 

"gurdian of efficlPncy". c· .:>lnce the character·istics of f. 1 n <I n c 1 , 1 1 

institutions are conceptualised as 'developmental agencies', it is 

natural to expect much more from the no~inee directors. 

Incidentally the government had also emphasized the 

boards "lllatch dog" and 'control' functions in view of ·growing 

industrial sickness even among large corporations "due to 

managements ineptjtude and larceny with boards as helpless 

spectators".[aupta 1988] The emphasis on such functions can more 

vividly be understood jf government guidelines are carefully 

observed. "The nominee directors should ensure that the tendencies 

of the company towards extravagance, lavish e:<pendi ture and 

diversion of funds are curbed. With a view to achieve this 

objective, the institutions should seek constitution of a small 

audit committee of the board of directors for the purpose of 

periodical assessment of e :<pend i tu re incurred by the assisted 

company, in all the cases where the paid up capital of the company 

is Rs. 5 crores or more. The institutional nominee directors ll!ill 

·.j, invariably be a member of these audit sub-committees" [As quoted in 

article of Gupta ,1988]. It seems government has a clear 

understanding of the problems arising out of separation of 

Ot>.ln e rsh i p f\Om management in Indian industries and therfore 

\ 

appears to curb managerial exploitation of owners. In other words, 

to Government has conceived the idea of introducing sentinels on 

\:f':' the board to act as vigilant "1•1atch dogs". 

In view of the findings of the present study, it is 

r 
difficult to r·efute tht~ r·i~lev:tnce of "t•lutch dog" functions of the 

nominee even if it contradicts the basic philosophy of mixed 
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economy. In addition, representation of Federation o~ Indian 

Chamber of Commerce and Industries t N . h c 't+- 9 
o aras1m am omm1 ~ee, 

emphasizing the need for maintaining sanctity of private corp6r~te 

sector in the mixed economy looses its significance inview of our 

empirical findings. Thus the scope of disputing the recommendation 

of Narasimham committee that favoured alert attitude of institution 

toward corporate ~ector is minimum. 

There is many a slip betwen the cup and the lip. In the 

present context, one cannot afford to forget that the development 

of a policy and implementation of the same in practice does not 

necessarily mean the same thing. So there is scope of study to 

what extent this changed policy has been implemented in practice. 

Our experience shows very often we formulated high sounding 

guidelines that were never executed in reality. 

(0) Expectations and Arhievements:- Need to Bridge the ~ 

The study of L.C. Gupta confirms our belief about the 

·possibility of e:<istence of a gap bett•Jeen expectations and 

'achievements. The study observes that most of the nominee 

directors prefer the role of "friend, philosopher and guide" 

.iflstead of "watch dog" and "control" functions. 10 The attitude of 

nominee directors can be simply explained in the way that, it is 

both naive and safe to play the .. role of advisor "instead of" 

guardian", o;;o it i5 better tn fnllm•r the soothing toJay. A "gaunJi an" 

in all esst:!nce and pr·inc:iple, is expected to play the dual roles 

of "advisor" and "t•Jatch dog". HotJJever· ttl is attitude of nominee 

directors would have often made things unpalatable for corporatf? 

managers ~nd they would never converge with the idea ~f boards 
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emphasizing on control function, simultaneously with "advisory" 

functions. Execution of advisory functions 6nly can not under any 

circumstances be said to be violations of guidelin~s, how~ve~ it 

may be ascribed as a case of circumv~ntion of the main role i.e. 

"watch dog" function. 

It seems proper to mention here that~ on the basis of 

a fe~ stray examples, there are some feeble attempts to show that 

the nominee directors, merely as an advisor to the board, played 

·s"ign if icant role in the development of a nel>J pattern of 

management in Indian industr·ies.To quote an author , "There is no 

denying the fact that the association of institutions in . the 

management of corporate bodies has consider·ably facilitaled the 

process of progressive professionalisation of corporate 

·managements. Institutions have been able to convince the corporate 

management to appropriately re-orient their organ·i sat ion a l 

structure, personnel policies and planning and control systems. The 

shar·ehulders of Nall.Oilul Hd.yun Co I'JJCl r· d t ion, l(amani Eng l n t.• ~o•r· llltj, 

Sylvania Lax man, ElD to mention a recall 

gPatitude the constructive role played by the financial 

institutions in safegaurding their investments. While some of 

these companies had been incurr'ing heavy losses due to 

inefficient, weak or divided managements, some others had been 

reportedly bled white by unscrupulous elements. In some other' 

controversial cases like Baroda Rayon or Dharamsi Morarjee, the 

financial institutions had maintained a more or less neutral 

role". [Mukhi, 1990]. 

The proponents of this vievJ select some special cases 

to prove that nominee directors simply as an advisor also can 
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the management to appropriately reorient organisational 

~~ructure, personnel policies, planning and control system a~ the 
)I ' ,;/ 

,··, 

~rganisatian in a way that may produce encouraging results. We 

.· ~refute this argument mainly for two reasons. First, proponents of 
~- .;. ·:. · ... ' :. . 

>!<::this argument, very unfortunately, manage to forget a large number 
:..-:.-: 

:·. 

of, c'ases llJhere the "advisors" !!Jere not even consulted while taking 

some major policy decisions. 

Certain specific examples may be cited to shovJ holll 

:'-f,;·tontrolling group even after issue of different guidelines simply 

'>:· ignored institutional representatives llJhile taking major policy 

,, decisions. Escorts where institutional equity holding is roughly 
t)', ... ·, 

5·3%, issued shares and debentures of Rs. 15 crore llJi thout 

-~~~onsulting even the institution before hand. Premier Automobile 

.';.,·, raised car prices taJithout consulting company's board of llJhich K.B. 

'• . ~- . 
Punja, Chairman, I.D.B.I. l•Jas the nominee director. Most 

. _.,'.: 

· interestin~ example i~ Shaw Wallace where there were at all no 
·.' -·. 

institutional representatives in the board till 1985 despite 

per cent collective equity holding of L.I.C. and U.T.I. As a 

·· . ...:_)matter of fact, the controlling interest of public financial 

:-.· 

institutions is .generally used merely to takeover of 'sick' units 

~or marginal units saddled with large losses. 

... Our feeling is there might be a few cases where 
I 
\ 

institutions had been able to disci~line management but probably 

in most of the cases inominees decorated their seats as silent 

observers. Secondly, findings to the empirical study suffici~ntly 

corraborate our above obser'lat ions. We have found that the 

performance of F.I.O. firms are lagging behind the others. If the 

nominees had really been vigilant the resuts would have been 
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better. 

What mot i va.tes nominees to act as an "advisor" 

instead of ""'latch dog" ? What steps should be taken to tu.rn 

"passive" nominees into "active" and "vigilant" ones. Than j avu r 

was partially succe~ssful to answer first question. The author 

felt that management aught to be disciplined but nominee failed to 

do that as the "cultural heritage of professional managers in 

these institutions" beiog idential l•Jith corporate manager, little 

··~. 
could be achieved from them. Vested interests, lack of proper 

acumen to go deep in to problems, inadequate provisions 

. ·::: .· Companies Act 5 quest iona.b l e audit standards, lack of clear 

understanding about their roles are also some other reasons 

leading towards indifferent attitude of nominees in the assisted 

companies. Instead of stretching further the first question, in 

the next section, we propose to explain what is to be done to make 

nominees more vigilant and active. Obviously guidelines have been 

developed in the background of "I•Jatch dog" functions of nominees 

\ :·:•··. 
that are only capable to discipline existing management and ensure 

,··: ···''• 

implementation of public policy in the present situation. 

At tht~ outset, 1,1.1e prefer to mention some relevant 

points pertaining to the discussions of the present section 

We suggest t•.•IO sets of actions:- corrective and 

punitive. While corrective action denotes remedial measures, 

punitive action implies removal of e:-:isting management. The 

question of punitive action comes, only when corrective action 

V.J i thout -3.ctive participation of real 01,11ners in. the 
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management of the corporation, none of these actions can b~_taken./ 

All the sugesstions do not necessarily directly 

imp 1 icate institutions. A more or less comprehensive set of 

sugesstions involving institutions, auditors, Co~ganies Act etc.,· 

have been designed. These are e:-:pected to fac-ilitate corrective 

action against management. However, broadly speaking these 

sugesstions relate to Nominee Directors and amendf!)ents of the 

provisions of the Companies Act. The former is actuaily dependent 

on the latter because the the legislations are. expe~ted to serve as 

the broad fr~mework within which the directors are to function . 

. Finally, the scope of implementing many a sugesstions 

will depend upon the relevance of institutions in the 

pov1er structuT'e. With an avel~age equity holding of 26X can 

reasonably be expected that a large number of companies will come 

unde-r the ambit of institutional corrective and punitive 

measures.With these fetJ.I v1ords, tJ.Ie mention be lot..., some corrrective 

steps. 

~ Corrective Actions:-

f"• 

(A) On Nominees and Boards: 

The primary we~kness of corporate boards in India 

stems from their dummy characters. This characteristic is a ,~esu l t 

of Board appointment being monitored by the controlling 

group of th~ company. Boards thus constituted, act as watchdogs of 

the interests of the controlling group instead of looking after the 

interest of shareholders dt large. Institutions, being I; h!! l'l.' d l 

owner of many enterprises, should urgently take steps to transform 

boards from "rubber stamp" bodies to very vigilant bodies. 
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Anomalies of separation of ownership from control and the vices of 

managerial exploitation of owners can only be avoided if 

institutions play the lead role in formulating the policies 

regarding composition of boards, selection of personnel etc. 

All the decision5 of the institutions 

corporate boards should be guided by the philosophy ,that 

step for ensuring corporate efficiency is that an e:<cellent hoard 

should be formed. The primary attribute ~f an e:<cellent board is 

that it should have on it all the proficiency, competence, 

adaptability and ingenuity relevant to its work in the context of 

the companies business. A board's performance is maximised "if it 

is heterogeneous. For, it has been observed that groups comprising 

people of markedly different styles and backgrounds produce better 

solutions and ideas than a homogeneous group." 
I 

Mills 1985 ) . 

Institutions responsible for developing a vigilant board with all 

the above attributes are urgently required to initiate some 

actions. The steps relate not only to the selection of their o,_.,n 

representatives, but also the other members. Keeping these in mind 

1 the institutions should take the following steps:-
,"""""-J.,.· 

* They should select nominees in a manner so as to represent 

people from different fields of specialisation. 

* In addition to the academic and professional qualifications 

and service experience, the personal attributes of the nominee, 

such as their aptitude for work, honesty, integrity and personality 

should be judged in the context of their potential contribution to 

the board process. It should be ensured that the nominees have the 

qualities to make their presence felt on the board rather than 
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~- act as" yes men" to the cont;·Dlling group. 

* Institutions must ensure that automatic inclusion ·of th i? 

younger members of the controlling groups and families are stopped. 

Their inclusion, if necessary, must be subject to a strict 

of their attributes and competence. 

rev i e\•1 

* Institutions must ensure that the directors appointed under 

the principle of broad basing the board, should pledge allegiance 

to the general investors instead of the controlling group of the 

company. 

* Before inducting a nominee director on the board the 

nominating financial institution should brief him about the state 

of affairs of the company, i.e., supply him with all information 

about the activities of the company, name of the directors, latest 

balance sheet, pattern of shareholding by different parties etc. 

~ Institutions should establish an information and feed-back 

system so that the nominees are regularly briefed about the 

important terms and conditions of financial assistance, changes in 

them and whether the company is complying with them. 

* Institutions must then ensure that the directors after 

getting adequately trained and oriented attend board meetings 

regularly. In strict legal sense, there 

directors to attend every board meeting; 

is 

but 

drive home the fact to the nominees, that, 

no binding upon the 

Institutions should 

according to Section 

283(1)(g) of the Companies Act, the offic~ of a director shall be 

vacated if a director absents himself without leave of absence from 

three consecutive board meetings or all meetings of the board held 

l•Jithin t;hree months- t•Jhichever· is longer. The nominees should be 

asked l·.~· pay,str·icl att.o?ntior. tn this clause, and be caref'u) so 
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that the directors of the controlling group cannot use this ~'legal 
.• 

guillotene" on their· necks. 

* Ttle nominel~ di r·ec LOT'S• must ensure tllat all relevant 

influencing corporate performance and policies are~discussed on the 

board meetings. They should be at>Jare of the f a c t · that . ." b o a f' d 

meetings can become excellent grounds for playirig hide and seek 

games under such conditions where the functional director·:; 

representing the entrepreneurs are a determined lot not to give a 

correct/ clear position to the board about the company's 
......,,_ 

performance, problems, strengths and weaknesses." [Ramakrishna.n 

1986J. Thus, nominees must be on gaurd to remove these practices. 

* Institutions should ask the assisted companies to despatch to 

them and the nominees 5 copies of all agenda papers at least 10 days 

in advance of the board meetings. They should oppose the practice 

··of the company presenting supplementary items on important matters 

the day of the meeting. 
'.' 

>:··v: .. * Number of directorships that a person can hold at a time must 

l ~ : 

be limited , so that the he can devote sufficient time and effort 

for each company's meeting. Directors ''should be prepared to commit 
_."..} 

the time needed for the board's work, i . e • , doing the homet•iork 

required for board meetings, attending meetings regularly, being 
•'· ·:·. 

available to servf~ on boar·d committ£•es, and-doing such other t>Jork 

as may be assigned to them by the.Chairman of the board." (Gupta 

1986 ). 

(B) On Pf'iorities of Fun·-t:inn:-== 

Nominee directors can function more efficiently if the 

priority of their functions are well defined. Government guidelines 
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~ have listed down a long series of duties, with out specifying which 

ones should be attended with greater care. Thus it is suggested 

that:-

* Functions like monitoring of timely payment of institutional 

loans, government dues and taxes by corporations etc,.should in no case 

be the prime function of the nominees. These should left to the 

_appropriate bodi e·:o; like "Recovery Cells of Institution·:;;" 

,"Central Board of Direct Ta:<es" etc. 

* Top priority should be given to the 'watch dog' functions cf 

·.~· 

•· ~'. 
the nominees. Since many proprietary types of malpractices such 

extravagant management perqusites, lavish bungalows, foreign car's, 

vast amount of entertainment allowances, etc. , fall outside the 

ambit of audit, the nominees as 'keepers of corporate conscienc•? 

should check these avenues of 'managerial exploitation of owners 

* In the context of growing industrial sickness, in order of 

priority, the next duty of the nominees should be to closely 

monitor the progress of the assisted units. They should flash back 

in time, the f i l"S t signals of corporate sickness so that 

appropriate steps can be taken before it is too late. 

(C) On Corporate Accounting And Audit Svstems: 

Presently in many cases, the system of accounting and 

audit, instead of catering to the- shareholders, have become a.n 

effective tool of the management to suit their own desires. These 

systems should be modified 1 so that the extra pecuniary goals of 

the managers at the cost of the loss of the real Ot>Jners are 

miniinised. In fact ace oLin t i ng has become an art either to 

Cdif!DLtfl3.ge the misdeed·:; of n,anagement or to project a particular 
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type of image best suited for management. 

Because of tile vast domain of accounting and audit it 

l)lould not be possib}e to elaborately suggest remedies in .::d l 

specific clauses; however, some sugesstians are made as examples. 

* If the net worth of the company is inflated by revaluation of 

assets, the additidnal depreciation an the inflated value of the 

asset? should be debited to the prOfit and loss account. Othert•lise, 

the shareholders will be presented with a distorted picture of the 

state of affairs. 

* Minimum disclosure requirements should be modified for import 

of capital goods, purchase of components from foreign principals or 

family organisations etc, At present these type of transactions do 

not come under the perview of the minimum disclosure requirements 

of the Companies Act and provides an e:<cellent opportunity to 

further the economic goal of managers in exclusion of the owners. 

* The practice of treating depreciation as a residuary entry, 

i~e., writing back, writing conversion from one rate to 

another should be strictly restricted. These' are only practiced to 

satisfy managerial needs. 

* Audit standards and practices s~ould be suitably modified so 

that the professional auditors legally a~d ethically bother about 

the security of funds of the investing public. 

* Steps should be taken so tAat the nominee directors enjoy the 

right of free access to a company,s records, accounts and personnel 

to discharge their responsibilities. Institutions on behalf of 

general shareholders may also think in terms of sueing the auditors 

guilty of misconduct for damages which is a common 

in developed countries. 
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~.-~ * Auditors should be asked to ensure that true and fair view of 

the company should actually be presented to the shareholders. 

Auditors should be debarred from presenting lengthy reports,with a 

lot of technical jargon in it; this action should be only· 

t>Jh en auditors attempt to satisfy their conscience or escape 

possible proceedings for professional misconduct. Reports for the 

shareholders should be easily comprehensible and streamlined. 

* Nominee Directors should be instrumental in ensuring that the 

baaed gives attention to the auditor,s objections comments and 

suggestions. 

* If Nominee Directors have any doubt regarding the standard of 

audit conducted by the statutory auditor, they must have the right 

of formation of the board's audit committee and in tolh ich the 

nominee director will be represented. 

* To restore confidence to the shareholders, i~stitutions on 

behalf of the investors may arrange for some form of supervisory 

audit by a committee shareholders who are not members of the 

board. 

'·. ;·:' .. 
·:, .. ·. (0) On Shareholders Participation in AnnLtal General Meetinas: 

One of the basic characteristics of modern 

:.,corporations " with stock widely scattered among individuals, 

investment trusts or institutional investors, who faithfully vote 

for incumbenty managements and resolutely refuse to participate 1n 

its concern" results in "stockhcJlder·s obeying the management 

not the management the stockholders." <Rostoi•J 1959). To check 

,_ situation it is necessary that; 

* Shareholders should be vigilant and participate in corporate 
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proceedings. They should not leave the task of vigilance only to 

the nominees, but should co-operate with them in doing so. 

* Well informed shareholders whb have the habit of selling the 

stocks of "not so profitable" companies, should shun the habit of 

doing so and should engage himself in the debates for remedying 

managerial shortcomings. Responsibilities for- cr-eating such 

outlooks do not fall within the ambit of the Companies Act or 

~ functions of the nominees. Rather it is the task of 'the Government 
_7 

and the public media to create such awareness. 

* To promote interest of the general investors in the corporate 

activities, Shareholders' Associations should be formed and legally 

recognised. Management should be directed by law to submit reports 

to such associations at regular intervals. The Articles of 

Association of companies can be used to compell the shareholders to 

participate in corporate pr-oceedings and in the AGMs. It is 

.suggested," For failure of complying t•Jith the obligations of a 

~ember, the membership rights and status may be lost if so provided 

-;:);~:·in the articles." (Sen !971). 
::_. .. ·· 

* Shareholders associations should be permitted to effectively 

participate in the AGMs in a representative capacity with a right 

=to speak and vote on behalf of all its members. 

* Institutional representatives, who happen to be the best 

to the Sh;lr·ehnldc•!··::;' 

Association and also can al$o lead the association in its infancy. 

(E) On Ifltercorpora.te Investments: 

When inter corporate investment, are made out of 

pr'Opl'r' ::;urpluses \.lJi t,h a. vie\•! to divey·sify, keeping in mind the 
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interest of shareholders, no eyebrows can be raised. Ho~ever~ \•ihen 

these investment are made l•li th other fanciful purpo5es; 

institutions should keep a vigil on the following aspects:-

* t-Jhen institutions are convinced that the purpose of 

intercorporate ·investment is to expand family empires, tAli th 

disregard to the ethics of 'socialistic pattern at society'·, they 

should stop the practice by vehement opposition in the board 

* Careful assessment of financial viability of proposals of 

siphoning of funds should be undertaken, so that the investing 

6rganisatian does not turn sick. It is known that one of the major 
.. :.· 

reasons for corporate sickness is uncontrolled siphoning of funds. 

Nominee directors shouid be given ample opportunity to have · free 

access to company's records, accounts, documents etc., so as to help 

them to take judicious decisions in this respect. 

* If the nominee directors have any doubt regarding 

·;;·-.: .. _ 

desirability or oth~rwise of the investment, in these case·::; also, 

t:. they may insist on forming an audit sub-committe~ from ~>Jhic:h th (> 

chief executive will be excluded. Audit committee shou!d conduct 

·'1. 

the audit absolutely free from any influence of the company's chief 

e:-:ecutive. 

* Provisions of section 372 of the Companies Act should be 

enforced and properly administered so that t.he interests of the 

shareholders are:protected. 

* Amendment of Companies Act is necesary to permit 

shareholders, not the board of directors, to decide upon their 

representatives 1n the company where the investment is made . So 

long board is not properly constituted as mentioned earlier, it 

will provide some leverage to the financial institutions so far 
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...... 

' ' ~ 

selection o-f comp -'iny are concerned. It l•JOUl d 

obviously discourage existing management from makiny uneconomic 

intercorporate investment. 

(F) On ft.mctinninq of th~ Compai!Y La~·' Board _ 

The Company Law Board can be instrumental to qaurcl 

again5t the management and auditor t•Jho fail to d i sch a t·g e t;h e i , . 

duties properly. 

The Company Law Board 

* should be given the right to order invest iga·t ian into any 

affair of the corporation. 

* should implore auditor~ to gd deep into transactions 

'have a foul smell' and disclose managerial expenses supported by 

dubious vouchers. 

* should direct the removal of auditors t•Jho fail to discharge 

tllt::ir· dtt(~rt,"d, •IIH/ dnll,,,.,.· l.llt~Hl fr·om pr·aGtil;;c.~ nutt•litl"n>tandltii.J .~tlyi:ltill\ 

contained in .the Chartered Accountants Act. 

* should keep a liason with the tax authorities,_ so that the 

shal'eholders ar-e informed about legal disallo\llance of any 

expenditure incurr-ed by the company. 

<11 P~nttive Actions:-

Lr=>t u.s Like a pause· at this jLincture td have a f r·esh 

look at the industrial economic scena~io of our country which is 

flooded l•Ji th fier-ce 

D t h e n•l i s e , and 

take-over- battles 

sedentary business 

at ~ 11 pr-esen,.. 

environment, 

sense of insecur-ity amon•;j 

2l~· 

.1n 

tak(?over 
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management. Take-over with all its drawbacks is essentially an 

effe~tive device, wid~ly used in ih~ capitalist countries to 

improve• efficiency uf the firm. 12 Constant increase in efficiency 

is tne only means avai.lahle to existing management to 

control over company amidst take over battles. In this sense, 

take-over may be considered as a punitive action against existing 

management who fails to utilise resources efficiently entrusted to 

them. 

A take-over bid in India has different implications 

than any 1>1here else because of the large equity holding of 

financial in·::;titution·;:;. Depending on their attitude tov1ards 

existing management, they can frustrate of induce take-over 

attempts. Who will be in driver's seat of any corporation, 

largely depends upon the attitude of institution. 

Role of institutions defined earlier may be described 

as "corrective" steps of institutions to streamline the activities 

of inefficient management. Change of management through direct or 

indirect support in take-over may be. considered as a "punitive" 

J tool available to the institution for replacement of e:-:isting 

management who failed to respond properly against the corrective 

measure of institutions. We hope this will provide a constant 

threat on existing management ·and ensure better utilisation of 

public money. Narasimham Committee also endorsed identical views,-

"An essential aspect of compitition in a modern industrial economy 

is manageria1 competit.ion, t•Jhich implies, among other things, take 

overs and me r·ge r·:o.. The operation of the over-all 
·. 
~· 

and and the discharge goverrdng take-overs mergers by the 

financial institutions of their functions in this regard, should 
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be guided primarily by objectives of 

Committee Report] 

efficiency". [Narasimham 

Before cone l ud ing ·our study, t>Je seek to provide 

clarification on some essential points to avoid confusion . 

are as follows:-

They 

(1) The guidelines have been developed to suit the basic 

economic philosophy of a mixed economy. It requires a proper 

blending of managerial autonomy of promoters and watch dog 

functions of nominees, which seems to be a difficult task. 

<2> Some times it becomes difficult to make any finer 

distinction between "high handed' attitude and "~>Ia tch dog" 

functions. While "!11atch dog" function is \llelcome, "high handed" 

attitude is to be avoided. Detailed guidelines will minimize the 

scope of using di~cretionary power, thereby high handed 

of management. 

attitude 

(3) No claim is made that the afo~esaid guidelines are 

e:<haustive. In fact, no such fll.Dll proof guidelines are possible to 

prepare. Depending on the situation nominees have to use their 

· _} skill and intelligence to discharge their duties. 

(4) Revision of companies Act, attitude of auditors and 

shareholders are necessary conditions for successful functioning 

of nominee directors. Thus, an all out change in the outlook of 

all concerned 

cnrpo1'a t ions. 

are 

( 5) Last]y, 

essential 

f~vourable 

to promote efficiency of the 

response of the Government is 

absolutely essential for implementation of the true spirit of the 

guidelines. 

We end ~~ith a high hope that these corrective measures 
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along with the threat of punitive action will help to: -~is~br~ 

efficiency in the private corporate sector. In future, ·companies 

on the basis of their proven efficiency will be in a position to 

raise required funds from-the stock markets. Thus institutions 

will be largely relieved from financing corporate sector and the 

Government no more will have to act as a dumpin~ grbund of sick 

units. 

************************ 

·::·' 
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NOTES < CHAPTER SIX > 

Professor Ba:<i, Vice-Chancellor, De lh.i University, t•Jh i l e. 

c;ommenting on. Indian management practices said, "the theory arid 

practices of management would assess the soverign pre-rogative of 

ma~agers and owners to ga1n e:<ploitative access to unorganised 

labour, effortless!~ and without liability cause industrial hazards, 

intensity pollution on environment, participate in organised 

corruption, exploit the vulnerable consumers, cause industrial 

·~sickness, obtain immunity for professional crimes (e.g. the amensty 

provision for FERA violations>; subvert the legal· profession into 

it's being the fighler for un·fair and unethical 

' business practices, pur·chase state officials, inflict occupational 

diseases and fatalities and subvert in all possible way~ state 

regulatory efforts and measures. Clearly the Constitution and legal 

order of India enjoin that development of ~anagement sciences forbid 

political power in the managerial classes and the Olllners of the 

means of production to knot•lin•:]ly or intentionally har~ individuals 

groups or communities. ~:'1 managerial cu 1 tu re l•lh i ch a 1 1 Ol>IS t h i S 

privelege and is not merely unconstitutional but 

anti-constitutional. [Baxi 1991] 

2) This aspect was discussed vividly in the first chapter. 

3) This word 'contaminated' was actually used by the observers of 

the developed countries. Independent studies by the Ministry of 

Finance as well as the World Bank team comfirm that nearly 35% of 

the funds advanced by financial institutions are lo~ked up in sick 

units and are the contaminted. (source- The Economic Times, 17th 

March 1991 1 Pg. 1) 

4) Studies shov1 that ,nismaniigement including diversion of funds, 

lack of marketing strategy was the ma1n rea.son for c<.:>r·po1"'~1.te 
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( .' sickness <in 52Y. cases). Ne:-:t, in order of importance was market 

recession which accounted for 23%. Labour troubles, pot•Jer cuts, 

shartages and famely planning contributed the rest 25%. (Source 

The Economic Times. 11th September 1988) 

: .. ::· 5) This is a very common allegation against company directors. 

Though hundreds of cases can be cited, yet for want fdr space two 

cases are cited here for the purpose of demonstration only. 

(i) Karan Kumar Taneja (82C/72A, Janak Puri, N.tielhi) wh~ held shares 

of Nirman Mechanical Erectors <Ref. folio S-0581 and K-0256) did 

not receive any dividend or receive the balance sheet of the 

company 7 even after dividends were declared in the AGM. 

(ii) Sudha Jain & K.K. Jain CG-80 Ashok Vihar, Phase 1 Delhi) 

held 115 share of Nippon Dendra CRef. folio 80-2742). The company 

declared interim dividend at the rate of 15X for which the record 

date was 16.01.90. Even after three months the ~har~holder had not 

received any dividend. 

6) This aspect did not escape the attention of Harold Geneen, 

former chief executive of the International Telephone and Telegraph 

company of U.S.A. In his t•Jords "under present conditions 

shareholders,whether individuals or institutions have virtually no 

way of knowing whether or not to manage their company over the 

years they have grown so soft and ineffectual that most often they 

are captive of rr.anagement r·ather tt1an effective representatives of 

the company ot>iner·::L" He also argued" ••• the prime funt:tion of a 

board of directors is to form continous judgements on whether or 

not the chief e~ecutiv@ and his management team are running things 

properly" .Present board ·sy·stem ·failed miserably in this respect 

Genee~ further opined that the present system of functioning of 

board} lack of strict regulations to control the management wide 
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gap between authority and accountability are the main reasons 

contributing towards ineffective functioning of the board and they 

decline in productivity of American industry. 

[Quoted in the article by L.C. Gupta, 1988] 

7) This aspect was vividly discussed in the first chapter. If one 

moves in line with strict legal interpretations, institutions 

holding move than 25X of equity shares of a corporation can be said 

to be the actual owner of the said corporation • Since the average 

equity holding by Government controlled institutions is 26%, a 

large number of private sector corporations can effectively said to 

be owned by· the Government. 

8) To make the board broad based th8 institutions, in the case of 

medium sized projects (4 to 5 crore~) determine the composition of 

the board in the following manner. 

Represantatives of :-

( i ) Promoters (in case of SIDC joint ventures>-3, ( i i) 

.\~ Entrepreneurs-2 (iii ) Central financial institutions-3. ( i v) 

Public-3/ Total 11. 

In very large organisations this practice is also 

;follDwed, but naturally the number of directors are move. For 

.;;; .. example in the case of Larsen ~{ Tourbo Ltd's, board, financial 
.\; .. ~.< ;,:;': . ' 
r::~</.inst i tut ions holding 37% of the stake of the camp any' had s i :{ 

;'.· 

·nominee directors including the ch3.irrnan. (The chairman was Mr. 

D.N.Gosh~ former chairman of State Bank of India). Another 

controlling group the Ambanis 5 holding 25% of the st:ake had 3 

director of the board. This was the pbsition on M~y 1990. 

9) FICCI in their memorandum submitted to the Narasimhanm Committee 

practically urged the Government to follov1 two distinct policies 

r·ega.rdir~':; t;.;i:eover·;;. It stated, "as a general rule the instituticns 
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should support the existing management unless the latter are found 

to be grossly deficient. This would bring about a compromise 

between the independence of management and the rights of the 

institutions as shareholders." [ Memorandum to Narasimham 

Committee, FICCI, New Delhi.] 

10) In Dr. L.C. Gupta's survey (conducted in 1982)' 191 nominne 

9irectors, both official and non official were covered. These 

directors were requested tp rank five specific ~ays of looking at 

the board's role, viz: 

<a) Providing expert professional advice to the chief 

executive on specific matters, 

(b) Acting as watchdog ag~inst managerial abuse, 

(c) Acting as friend- philosopher- guide to the chief. 

(d) generating pressure to drive the executive ~anagement to 

greater efforts and, 

(e) ensuring social responsibility. 

The findings of the study were that (a) and <c) 

~r~nked highest by as many as 62.8% of·the nominee directors; 

- ___ ,,-·dog and control functions i.e., (b) and (d) lllere given rank 1 by 

~- .. ::-~:Jlo~ly 28.91. of the r·espcmdent directors. 

,~- :.·. . ";,_' [Source: L.C. Gupta 1988] 

11) Some examples of takeover cases are:- D.C.M., Escorts, 

Wallace, Dunlop, Standard Batteryt·Tiru Tea, Jokai Tea etc. 

12) The fact that tak~over mechanism can be partly effective to 

discipline management controllled firms was also stated by Peter 

Hall in the artic:le " Control Type and 1'1at~ket for Corporate Control 

in Large U.S. Corporations." [The Journal of Industrial Economics, 

r- voi, XX'.I) Ju.ne 1977.] 
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